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We consider how recent experimental progress on deterministic solid state spin-photon interfaces enable the construction of a number of key elements of quantum networks. After reviewing some of the recent experimental achievements, we discuss their integration into Bell state analyzers, quantum non-demolition detection, and photonic cluster state generation. Finally, we outline how these elements can be used for long-distance entanglement generation and quantum key distribution in a quantum network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, the counterintuitive and mind-boggling features of quantum mechanics have moved from the stage of theoretical “Gedanken Experiments” to being the effects underlying the development of a whole new range of quantum technologies. The promises of ultra-sensitive metrology [1], powerful quantum computers [2], and new cryptographic primitives [3] have spurred substantial interest worldwide. A plethora of experimental platforms are currently being pursued as possible hardware candidates each with their different strengths and weaknesses. The hardware of choice strongly depends on the application in mind. There have been impressive developments of trapped ions [4], Rydberg atoms [5] and superconducting qubits [6] for quantum computation, while quantum communication applications such as quantum key distribution (QKD) require optical photons that could be generated by single atoms [7], solid-state defects [8], or quantum dots [9]. This has spurred substantial experimental progress towards deterministic solid-state spin-photon interfaces [10]. In this progress report, we discuss some of these experimental developments and consider how they may enable the implementation of protocols for quantum key distribution and quantum networks in general.

II. THE DETERMINISTIC SPIN-PHOTON INTERFACE

Optical photons are the carriers of choice for distributing quantum information over long distances, since photons can propagate with low-loss through optical fibers and encounter negligible thermal noise even at room temperature. On the other hand, for application in quantum information processing it is essential to be able to store and process the information encoded in the photons. As a consequence, an efficient interface between light and matter is an essential building block. To this end, the atomic-physics community has pioneered cavity quantum electrodynamics as an approach for interfacing single atoms and single photons by strongly enhancing the electromagnetic field in a resonator [11–13]. More recently, solid-state implementations have been developed where single atoms are replaced by solid-state quantum emitters such as quantum dots [14, 15] or vacancy centers in diamond [16]. Furthermore, the development of nanophotonics implies that advanced devices can be fabricated where light-matter interaction is precisely tailored [9]. Consequently, it is today possible to engineer an almost deterministic interface between a single photon and a single quantum emitter, by creating conditions where the emitter is preferentially coupled to a single mode of a cavity or a waveguide (see Fig. 1). If the ground state of the quantum emitter consists of a coherent spin, the interface comprises a quantum memory enabling advanced quantum functionalities. Various experimental implementations of spin-photon interfaces have been studied using, e.g., single trapped atoms in cavi-

FIG. 1. Scanning-electron microscope image of photonic crystal (PC) structures with single spins and photons sketched on top. A PC waveguide is shown in (a), which can allow for near-unity emission of single photons from a spin system into a propagating guided mode. A PC cavity evanescently coupled to an optical fiber is shown in (b). The images are reproduced (adapted) with permission (a): Ref. [9], 2015, American Physical Society and (b): Ref. [17], 2014, Springer Nature.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{\text{rad}}$</td>
<td>Free-space radiative decay rate of emitter.</td>
<td>- Loss of photons. - Efficiency of spin-photon interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{\text{nonrad}}$</td>
<td>Non-radiative decay rate of emitter.</td>
<td>- Efficiency of spin-photon interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{dp}$</td>
<td>Pure dephasing rate.</td>
<td>- Indistinguishability of photons. - Fidelity of protocols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma$</td>
<td>Total decay rate of emitter.</td>
<td>- Bandwidth of spin-photon interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{coh}}$</td>
<td>Spin coherence time.</td>
<td>- Quantum memory time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta\omega$</td>
<td>Inhomogeneous broadening.</td>
<td>- Stability of optical transition. - Indistinguishability of photons. - Fidelity of protocols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta = \frac{\Gamma_{1d}}{\gamma_{\text{rad}}}$</td>
<td>Ratio between the optical decay rate into a waveguide ($\Gamma_{1d}$) and the total decay rate of emitter.</td>
<td>- Efficiency of spin-photon interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{\text{coh}} = \frac{\Gamma_{1d}}{\Gamma_{\text{rad}} + \gamma_{\text{dp}}}$</td>
<td>Ratio between optical decay rate into a waveguide and the total decay rate including the pure dephasing rate of the emitter.</td>
<td>- Efficiency of coherent photon generation. - Fidelity of protocols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C = \frac{4</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>^2}{\kappa (\gamma_{\text{rad}} + \gamma_{\text{nonrad}})}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{coh}} = \frac{4</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>^2}{\kappa (\gamma_{\text{rad}} + \gamma_{\text{nonrad}} + \gamma_{dp})}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{\text{in}}/\eta_{\text{out}}$</td>
<td>Input/output coupling efficiency of light.</td>
<td>- Efficiency of quantum operations. - Loss errors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I.** Parameters characterizing a spin-photon interface and their relevance for the quantum-information protocols discussed in the main text.

Efficient spin-photon interfaces can be implemented in either cavity or waveguide geometries, cf. Fig. 1 corresponding to the case where the emitter is coupled to a localized or a travelling photon. Similar functionalities can in general be implemented on both platforms. In open waveguide geometries, however, the ability to engineer a chiral light-matter coupling can lead to new opportunities for spin-path photon entanglement, integrated quantum photonic circuits, and multi-emitter coupling [29][31]. The relevant figures-of-merit characterizing the spin-photon interface are summarized in Table I. In essence, the radiative emitter decay time should be short in order to rapidly generate photons, the spin coherence time long to generate high-fidelity multi-photon entangled states, and any homogenous and inhomogeneous broadening should be reduced in order to obtain indistinguishable photons. For waveguide implementa-
tions, the \( \beta \)-factor is the essential parameter that characterizes the probability to generate a photon in the desired mode. For instance, in QKD applications, the relevant figure-of-merit is the probability to get a photon into an optical fiber \( \beta_{\text{out}} \), which is determined by the outcoupling efficiency \( \eta_{\text{out}} \) and the capture probability of the nanostructure \( \beta \) (see Tab. I).

For applications requiring the interference of different photons or interaction of single photons with the quantum emitter, any decoherence processes become relevant. The pure dephasing rate \( \gamma_{\text{dp}} \) signifies the broadening due to fast decoherence processes and is important for characterizing an emitter. It is therefore often convenient to introduce the coherent \( \beta_{\text{coh}} \) factor, which includes the pure dephasing rate (see Tab. I). When considering photon interference between different quantum emitters, the inhomogeneous broadening of the emitters \( \Delta \omega \) needs to be considered as well.

For applications involving storage of photons, time reversal arguments can be used to show [32, 33] that the probability for an emitter to absorb an incoming photon is given by the same efficiency as the probability to emit a photon into the desired mode. Hence the beta-factor also plays an important role for storage.

For several applications in quantum information processing it is also favorable to exploit the effective non-linear interaction between photons induced by the emitters. Ultimately such non-linearity arises from the fact that two photons cannot be absorbed by the same emitter simultaneously and is thus determined by the \( \beta \) factor. Note, however, that various decoherence processes may leak qubit information to the environment and should therefore also be carefully considered for such applications.

The above discussion has been phrased in the language of waveguide interfaces where the \( \beta \) factor is the most important quantity. For implementations based on optical cavities, the figure of merit for the quality of the interfaces is typically expressed in terms of the cooperativity

\[
C = 4|g|^2/(\kappa(\gamma_{\text{rad}} + \gamma_{\text{nonrad}})),
\]

where \( g \) is the single photon Rabi frequency of the cavity coupled transition and \( \kappa \) is the total decay rate of the cavity field. The free space decay rate and non-radiative decay rate is denoted \( \gamma_{\text{rad}} \) and \( \gamma_{\text{nonrad}} \), respectively. For broadband cavities, the cooperativity expresses the ratio of the cavity induced decay rate to the decay rate in the absence of the cavity. Hence the equivalent of the \( \beta \) factor, the probability to decay through the cavity field, can be expressed as

\[
C/(1 + C).
\]

As with the \( \beta \) factor, it is also convenient to introduce a coherent cooperativity \( C_{\text{coh}} \) that includes the pure dephasing rate of the emitter (see Tab. I). With this identification, the functionalities of interfaces based on waveguides and cavities becomes almost identical, with only minor differences between them. The protocols described below are thus applicable for both implementations, although there may be differences in the required linear optical elements surrounding the interface.

### III. THEORETICAL BUILDING BLOCKS

The access to deterministic spin-photon interfaces opens up new routes to realize some basic elements of a quantum network. In this section, we will discuss how optical Bell state analyzers, photonic quantum nondemolition detectors, and photonic cluster-state generation may be realized with such hardware. In Sec. [IV] we outline how these elements are crucial to a number of proposals for entanglement and long-distance quantum key distribution in quantum networks.

#### A. Optical Bell state analyzer

A Bell state analyzer is a device that allows to measure two qubits in the Bell basis consisting of the four Bell states \( |\psi^\pm\rangle = (|00\rangle \pm |11\rangle)/\sqrt{2} \) and \( |\phi^\pm\rangle = (|01\rangle \pm |10\rangle)/\sqrt{2} \) for logical states \( |0\rangle \) and \( |1\rangle \). Such a device can be used for both heralded entanglement generation and entanglement swapping in quantum repeaters. In addition, a Bell state analyzer can also be used for fusion gates in cluster state generation, as we discuss below and for estimation of purity of a quantum state [44].

A deterministic Bell analyzer is not possible with linear optics elements [34] but probabilistic versions have been proposed and realized for photonic qubits [35, 37]. Without auxiliary photons, the maximum success probability is 50% [36, 38] but allowing for auxiliary multiphoton states can enable near-deterministic Bell analyzers based on linear optics [39, 40]. While a success probability of 75% is possible using only 4 auxiliary single photons [40], this approach, in general, requires the generation of multi-photons entangled states. For instance, an entangled state of 30 photons is needed to reach a success probability of \( \sim 97\% \) using the scheme of Ref. [39].

An alternative strategy is to create strong optical non-linearities by coupling spin systems to optical resonators or waveguides. A controlled-phase gate (CZ-gate) can be realized between two photons by sequential scattering off a cavity or a waveguide coupled to a three-level system [11] (see Fig. 2(a)). Together with single photon Hadamard gates and detectors this enables a Bell state analyzer.

The basic principle can be understood by considering the scattering of a single photon from a single sided cavity strongly coupled to a three-level atomic system. Assume that the atom is prepared in some arbitrary superposition of two ground states \( |g\rangle \) and \( |s\rangle \). The cavity field couples state \( |s\rangle \) to an excited level \( |e\rangle \) with single photon Rabi frequency \( g \), while the other ground state \( |g\rangle \) is uncoupled. In the absence of intra-cavity losses, the annihilation operator describing the scattered light will be

\[
\hat{a}_{\text{out}} = \frac{-1 + 4CN_s}{1 + 4CN_s} \hat{a}_{\text{in}},
\]
assuming resonant (both with the cavity and the atomic transition) input light described by the annihilation operator $\hat{a}_{\text{in}}$. Here $C = |g|^2/(\gamma \kappa)$ is the cooperativity where $\kappa$ is the intensity decay rate of the cavity field. Spontaneous emission from the excited level is assumed to be described by a Lindblad operator $\hat{L} = \sqrt{\kappa} |s\rangle \langle e|$ with $\gamma$ being the spontaneous decay rate of the excited level. The quantity $\hat{N}_s = |s\rangle \langle s|$ is the projector onto state $|s\rangle$. Thus, $\hat{N}_s = 1$ if the atom is prepared in state $|s\rangle$ such that $\hat{a}_{\text{out}} \approx \hat{a}_{\text{in}}$ for $C \gg 1$. If the atom is prepared in state $|g\rangle$, we have that $\hat{N} = 0$ and $\hat{a}_{\text{out}} \approx -\hat{a}_{\text{in}}$. Consequently, the field experiences a $\pi$-phase shift depending on the atomic state.

If a qubit is encoded in the horizontal/vertical polarization components of the photonic field and only horizontal polarization couples to the atomic system, the scattering will amount to a CZ-gate between the photonic qubit and an atomic qubit encoded in the ground states: an arbitrary state $\alpha_1 |V\rangle |g\rangle + \alpha_2 |V\rangle |s\rangle + \alpha_3 |H\rangle |g\rangle + \alpha_4 |H\rangle |s\rangle$ is transformed to $\alpha_1 |V\rangle |g\rangle + \alpha_2 |V\rangle |s\rangle + \alpha_3 |H\rangle |g\rangle - \alpha_4 |H\rangle |s\rangle$ up to a global phase in the limit $C \gg 1$. Here $|H\rangle$ (|V\rangle) does a horizontal (vertical) polarized photon. A photon-photon CZ gate can then be obtained through sequential scattering as described in Ref. [41].

Comparing the single photon assisted linear optical bell state analyzer to the non-linearity based approach, the latter seems most promising for integrated photonics. While efficient coupling of quantum dots and color defects to nanophotonic resonators have already been demonstrated in experiments [22, 23], a number of additional requirements, however, have to be considered. In the original proposal [41], one of the photons has to scatter off the spin system twice requiring fast optical routing and delay lines. This can be circumvented by introducing a second spin system [42, 43] (see Fig. 2(b)). Importantly, with a second spin system the Bell-state analyzer can also be made error-proof in the sense that limited coupling efficiency only reduces the success probability, but never leads to the wrong outcome. Both proposals require control pulses and/or measurements on the spin systems and are thus examples of active Bell state analyzers.

A passive Bell state analyzer without the need for control pulses was also proposed in Ref. [43]. Compared to the active protocols, this protocol is based on photon sorting where the direct non-linearity associated with two photons interacting with the same optical transition is used to distinguish between zero, one, or two photon inputs (see Fig. 3(a)). It is, however, not possible to have a perfect and deterministic photon sorter with scattering from a single two-level spin system [44]. As a result, the passive Bell state analyzer is inherently probabilistic although it can be made near-deterministic through concatenated applications of it. In a similar manner, scattering from multiple two-level systems can be used to boost the fidelity of a passive and deterministic CZ gate [45]. A recent proposal also shows that a deterministic Bell state analyzer can be realized when combining photon scattering and active spectral-temporal mode selection [46] (see Fig. 3(b)). The main characteristics and requirements of the different Bell state analyzers are summarized in Table II.

### B. Optical QND detection

Quantum Non-Demolition detection (QND detection) is another desirable primitive for quantum communication. An optical QND detector makes it possible to determine the presence of a photon without destroying it. In a dual-rail encoding, where the logical states $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$ correspond to a photon being in two different optical modes, this allows to repeatedly measure the qubit state, thereby increasing the measurement fidelity. A QND detection can also be used by a receiver to check whether the photon is present without disturbing the qubit information if another degree of freedom such as polarization is used to encode the qubit. As a direct application, this can be used to perform device independent quantum key distribution without the need for heralded entanglement [47].

A QND detector can be realized using the same basic mechanisms underlying the Bell state analyzers: By scattering off a three-level spin system coupled to an optical resonator or waveguide, the presence of a photon can be
detected through detection of the spin levels. QND detection of optical photons has already been demonstrated experimentally by scattering off an atom or quantum dot strongly coupled to an optical cavity. In the QND setup, the spin-system is initially prepared in a superposition \((|s⟩ + |g⟩)/\sqrt{2}\) between a ground state, \(|g⟩\), and a metastable state, \(|s⟩\). The ground state is assumed to be coupled through the waveguide or resonator mode to an excited state \(|e⟩\). The scattering of a photon on this transition will ideally result in a \(\pi\) phase shift on the \(|g⟩\) state as described above. Consequently, the state of the emitter will transform into \((|s⟩ - |g⟩)/\sqrt{2}\) in the case of a scattering event while it remains in the state \((|s⟩ + |g⟩)/\sqrt{2}\) if no photon was present. Measuring the state of the emitter will thus provide information about the presence/absence of a photon. The performance of the QND detector is determined by the ratio between the coherent coupling and incoherent coupling of the spin system. For a waveguide (cavity) system, the error of the spin-based QND detector will thus be suppressed as \(\sim \frac{1}{C_{coh}} - 1 \sim \frac{1}{C_{coh}}\).

C. Photonic cluster generation

A key advantage of solid state emitters is that they can be operated as very bright single photon sources. The fast photon emission rates in the range of GHz makes it possible to emit many photons within the typical coherence time of solid state spin states. This opens up the possibility to create multi-photon entangled states with a single emitter such as Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) and cluster states. Depending on the specific state, different applications may be relevant. Photonic 1D cluster states and GHZ states may serve as resources for quantum enhanced metrology, while 2D cluster states can serve as a resource for universal measurement-based quantum computation. Certain loss-tolerant cluster states can also be used for quantum repeater protocols as we will discuss below.

It was shown in Ref. that 1D cluster states can be emitted from a single quantum emitter. The basic mechanism behind this is the repeated excitation of the quantum emitter. Consider a quantum emitter with two ground state levels \(|g⟩\), \(|s⟩\) and two excited levels \(|e_g⟩\), \(|e_s⟩\). Assume the transitions \(|g⟩ \leftrightarrow |e_g⟩\) and \(|s⟩ \leftrightarrow |e_s⟩\) are both strongly coupled to a waveguide mode but to different polarizations (horizontal, \(|H⟩\) and vertical, \(|V⟩\)). Initially, the emitter is prepared in the state \((|g⟩ + |s⟩)/\sqrt{2}\). The protocol now excites the emitter with a laser pulse to make the transformation \((|g⟩ + |s⟩)/\sqrt{2} \rightarrow (|e_g⟩ + |e_s⟩)/\sqrt{2}\). In the ideal limit, where emission is solely through the waveguide, the emitter coherently decay to the state

\[
\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(|g⟩|H⟩ + |s⟩|V⟩).
\]

Repeating the procedure \(n\) times creates a GHZ state between \(n\) photonic qubits and the emitter. If a rotation of the emitter is performed in between emissions, the resulting state would be a \((n+1)\)-qubit 1D cluster state consisting of \(n\) photonic qubits and the emitter. This protocol was recently realized in an experiment demonstrating a 1D cluster state with entanglement inferred theoretically to last up to 5 photons.

There have been a number of proposals for generating 2D-cluster states based on a divide-and-conquer approach where smaller (1D) states are fused together in
Bell state analyser | Characteristics | Requirements
--- | --- | ---
Cavity CZ-gate [41] | - Failure probability $\propto \frac{1}{N}$.  - Error from pulsed shape distortion suppressed as $\sim \frac{\sigma_{\omega}}{\Gamma}$.  - Error from asymmetric spontaneous emission loss $\propto \frac{1}{\Gamma^2}$. | - 3-level spin system with strong optical coupling.  - Spin control and readout.  - Single photon detection and Hadamard gates.  - Optical routing and delay.
Active Bell scheme [43] | - Success probability $\sim (2\beta - 1)^2$.  - Error suppressed as $\sim \left(\frac{\sigma_{\omega}}{\Gamma_{1d}^2 + \gamma}\right)^4$. | - Two 3-level spin system with strong optical coupling.  - Spin control and readout.  - Single photon detection and beam splitter.
Passive Bell scheme [43] | - Maximum success probability of $\sim 75\%$ for a single setup.  - Success probability $> 75\%$ with many concatenated setup.  - Error from inhomogeneous coupling of emitters $\sim \left(\frac{\Delta \Gamma_{1d}}{\sigma_{\omega}}\right)^2$, where $\Delta \Gamma_{1d}$ is the difference in waveguide decay rate of the two spins. | - Eight 2-level spin system with strong optical coupling.  - Single photon detection and beam splitters.
Passive CZ scheme [45] | For perfect coherent scattering from $N$ two-level systems:  - Error $\sim 0.537 N^{-0.61}$.  - Optimal width $\sim 0.35 N^{-0.81} \Gamma$. | - Multiple coupled two-level spin systems.  - Counter propagating wavepackets.  - Chiral interactions.
Bell scheme with active optics [46] | - Failure probability $\propto \frac{1-\beta}{\beta}$.  - Errors from inhomogeneous coupling of spins and non-perfect filtering. | - Four 2-level spin systems with strong optical coupling.  - Single photon detection and beam splitters.  - Filtering through sum frequency generation.

TABLE II. Main characteristics and requirements of the Bell state analyzers considered in Sec. III. In general, Gaussian pulses with frequency width $\sigma_{\omega}$ are assumed. The parameters used to characterize the performance of the schemes are defined in Tab. I and perfect in/out coupling and photodetectors are assumed.

parallel to make larger (2D) cluster states [57, 58]. The fusion gates can be probabilistic, which makes these proposals suited for linear optics approaches. The divide-and-conquer approach enables an efficient (polynomial) scaling of resources (such as the number of single photon sources and detectors) with the cluster size despite the probabilistic operations. Nonetheless, the inherent probabilistic nature of the fusion gates can still lead to substantial overhead.

The access to non-linear quantum operations with quantum emitters opens up alternative routes to the generation of 2D cluster states. Strings of 1D cluster states being emitted from separate quantum emitters can be joined by performing entangling gates between either the photons or the emitters. The former approach can be realized using optical Bell state analyzers based on optical non-linearities as described in Sec. IIIA. The latter approach requires direct entangling gates between the emitters in between photon emissions [59] (see Fig. 4A)) with the number of quantum emitters scaling linearly with the size of the 2D cluster state. The generation protocol may however be optimized for other graph states than 2D clusters. One example is the loss-tolerant graph states considered in the all-optical repeaters of Refs. [60, 61]. An efficient scheme to generate such states has been proposed in Ref. [62] where the number of qubit spin systems scale logarithmically with the size of the graph state. Refs. [59] and [62] both assume the availability of a deterministic,
The desired target state.

A quantum state should, in general, be optimized based on the desired cluster state and the generality of the algorithm. Efficient generation schemes may, however, be envisioned together with feedforward on a 2D cluster state. More specifically, the loss-tolerant tree-cluster state [55] can, in principle, be generated by performing single photon measurements on the emitters, which makes this proposal very promising for solid state systems where inhomogeneity due to slow drifts of the optical lines is less of a concern in this case. Only a single emitter is applied, but the 2D cluster state analyzers can be used both for entanglement swapping and memories at the intermediate stations. The latter is reminiscent of current classical repeaters which provide high speed connections between distant computers without having large memory and processing power.

We will consider how the elements described in Sec. III may be used in both architectures. In particular, Bell state analyzers, QND detection, and cluster state generation may be used to overcome a key challenge for the implementation of long-distance quantum networks: photon propagation loss, which limits the distance over which quantum information can be distributed. In particular, the above mentioned resources may be used in different types of quantum-repeater protocols to enable entanglement distribution or quantum key distribution over long distances.

The goal of a quantum repeater is to reliably transmit quantum information between two distant locations in the presence of transmission loss and noise. Since the original idea of a quantum repeater was presented [64], numerous proposals for how to realize such devices have been formulated [59, 70, 71]. The underlying structure of a quantum repeater has also been subject to investigation, resulting in proposals for repeater structures fundamentally different from the original one. In general, two classes of repeaters have been considered: two-way and one-way repeaters. The original repeater scheme [64] is a two-way implementation where information has to be transmitted in both directions across the links. In contrast to this, a one-way repeater only transmits information in one direction and can therefore potentially be faster. While the two-way repeater relies on quantum memories and entanglement purification, the one-way repeater uses quantum error-correction to battle transmission loss and noise [58, 70, 72].

The two forms of quantum repeaters may complement each other in a quantum network depending on the application in mind. Two-way repeaters create entanglement between the stations establishing a quantum link between them to be used for e.g. distributed quantum computing [68, 74] or metrology [75, 76]. To this end, they require the availability of long-term quantum memories at the repeater stations. Other applications such as quantum key distribution (QKD) do not require entanglement distribution but simply efficient transmission of a qubit from a sender to a receiver. In such cases, one-way repeaters can relax the memory requirement and boost the rate. Alternatively, one-way quantum repeaters could be used for generating entanglement between end-nodes containing large quantum memories, without the need for memories at intermediate stations. The latter is reminiscent of current classical repeaters which provide high speed connections between distant computers without having large memory and processing power.

We will consider how the elements described in Sec. III may be used in both architectures. In particular, Bell state analyzers can be used both for entanglement swapping in two-way repeaters and for re-encoding information at the repeater stations for one-way repeaters. Photonic cluster states may be used as photonic memories in all-optical repeaters and QND detection may be used for device-independent quantum key distribution [47] with high-fidelity entangling gate between spin systems. For solid state systems this can be challenging to realize optically because of the inhomogeneity induced by the environment. For diamond defects (NV and SiV) coupling the electronic spin to a nuclear spin may be used to circumvent this problem to some extent.

Another approach was suggested in Ref. [63] where the idea is to route the photons emitted by a single emitter back to interact with the same emitter again such that they become entangled with photons emitted at later times (see Fig. 4(B)). This can be done by using a delay line for the emitted photons together with suitable excitation sequence of the emitter. In this case, a 2D cluster state can be emitted in a sequential manner. Inhomogeneity due to slow drifts of the optical lines is less of a problem in this case since only a single emitter is applied, which makes this proposal very promising for solid state quantum emitters. Other cluster states, such as the loss-tolerant tree-cluster state [55] can, in principle, be generated by performing single photon measurements together with feedforward on a 2D cluster state. More efficient generation schemes may, however, be envisioned depending on the desired cluster state and the generation scheme should, in general, be optimized based on the desired target state.

**FIG. 4.** (A) 2D cluster generation using multiple quantum emitters [56]. Entangling gates between two emitters (blue dots) in between photon emission allows to emit connected 1D cluster strings. Following two spin rotations (a) entanglement (solid line) is created between the two emitters (b) followed by the emission of two photons (white dots) (c). This procedure is then repeated leading to the states in (d)-(h). (B) Single-emitter proposal for generating 2D photoniccluster states [63]. The introduced optical delay line allows the photons to interact with the emitter twice, which generates the 2D cluster state. The figures are reproduced with permission (A): Ref. [56], 2010, American Physical Society and (B): Ref. [63], 2017, National Academy of Sciences.
FIG. 5. (a) Basic elements of a two-way quantum repeater. First, entanglement is generated between two quantum memories (indicated by blue boxes) over the elementary links in a heralded fashion. This requires the direct transmission of a quantum signal (photon wave packet) together with classical information (double arrows) signaling the success of the attempt. After neighboring links have succeeded, a Bell measurement swaps the entanglement to larger distances. Intermediate entanglement purification before the swap may be necessary and requires two-way classical communication. (b) The setup of a one-way quantum repeater. Quantum information is transmitted directly between the repeater stations in one direction. The qubit information is encoded in an error-correcting code such that transmission loss and noise can be corrected at the repeater stations.

A. Two-way quantum repeaters

The general structure of a two-way quantum repeater is shown in Fig. 5(a). The total distance is divided into a number of elementary links over which entanglement can be created in a heralded fashion by direct transmission of a quantum signal. There exist a number of proposals for entanglement generation schemes based on quantum emitters [77, 78]. Two-way communication is necessary regardless of whether the entanglement is generated using a middle station [80–82], or by direct transmission over the entire link [79]. In both cases, a quantum signal has to be transmitted one way while classical information about the success of the transmission needs to be sent back to the sending station.

Consider the scheme of Ref. [80]. In this scheme a quantum emitter strongly coupled to a cavity can coherently emit a horizontal (vertically) polarized cavity photon \(|H\rangle\) (\(|V\rangle\) through a decay to a ground state \(|0\rangle\) (\(|1\rangle\)) from an exited state. The two transitions have equal coupling strengths and the emitter-cavity state after emission will thus be \((|0\rangle|H\rangle + |1\rangle|V\rangle)/\sqrt{2}\). The cavity photon is now sent towards a middle station where it is ideally combined with a photon from a similar distant system. The (uncorrelated) quantum state of the two systems is

\[
\frac{1}{2}(|0\rangle_1|H\rangle_1 + |1\rangle_1|V\rangle_1) \otimes (|0\rangle_2|H\rangle_2 + |1\rangle_2|V\rangle_2)
\]

with subscript 1 (2) denoting system 1 (2). This state can be re-written in the Bell state basis as

\[
\frac{1}{2}\left(\left|\phi^+\right>_A \left|\phi^+\right>_P + \left|\phi^-\right>_A \left|\phi^-\right>_P + \left|\psi^+\right>_A \left|\psi^+\right>_P + \left|\psi^-\right>_A \left|\psi^-\right>_P\right)
\]

where subscript \(A\) (\(P\)) denotes a state of the two atomic (photonic) systems. It is seen from Eq. 3 that a Bell measurement of the photons will project the atomic systems into a Bell state and thus create entanglement between the two distant atomic systems. In Ref. [80], the Bell measurement is performed with linear optics with a success probability of \(\eta^2/2\), where \(0 \leq \eta \leq 1\) is the detection probability of the photons including the transmission loss from the stations with the atomic systems to the middle station. The factor of 1/2 in the success probability is a direct consequence of the limitations of Bell state measurements using linear optics. Access to efficient Bell state measurements could thus immediately increase the entanglement generation rate by a factor of 2.

Besides the transmission of the photons to the middle station, a classical signal thus has to be sent back to the two stations reporting the outcome of the entanglement generation attempt. Since each entanglement attempt needs two-way communication, the signaling time will limit the overall rate of the quantum repeater. Furthermore, entanglement must be created between two quantum memories. These memories are crucial both for storing quantum information during the entanglement attempt and for keeping the entangled pair until the entanglement can be swapped with a neighboring link. In this way, memories ensure that the entanglement generations in all elementary links do not have to succeed simultaneously. Once entanglement has been generated across all links, the entanglement can be extended to large distances using entanglement swapping. In the entanglement swap, one again exploits that measuring two halves of two entangled states in the Bell basis, projects the other two halves into an entangled states as shown in Eq. 4.

The procedure discussed so far allows for entanglement distribution in the absence of errors. Real system always have errors, but these can be reduced by adding entanglement purification. In this process, two noisy entangled pairs are used to achieve an entangled pair of higher...
The Bell state analyzers can also be used for the her- states as outlined in Sec. III C. For both repeater types, they can be used in the generation of the cluster signals. For quantum repeaters based on photonic memories, them out and measuring the corresponding photonic signals. For quantum repeaters based on photonic memories, they can be used in the generation of the cluster states as outlined in Sec. III C. For both repeater types, the Bell state analyzers can also be used for the her- states to the middle station [60] (see Fig. 6(b)). The entanglement generation and the memory aspect of the two-way repeater pose a number of challenges for solid state emitters. The creation of high-quality entanglement by photon interference requires indistinguishable photons from different emitters. This has been accomplished by applying electric and magnetic control fields to tune the transition frequencies of two different solid-state emitters into resonance [21,85]. Another question is how to realize a long-term quantum memory. The memory time should at least be on the order of the total signaling time between the two end points of the repeater. For distances of around 1000 km, this corresponds to a memory time in the ms range. A promising approach with NV centers is to use the nuclear spin of nearby carbon-13 atoms as the memory [66,86]. Coupling the electronic spin of the NV center to the nuclear spin of the carbon-13 atom allows to transfer quantum information from the relatively short lived (\(\sim \mu s\)) electronic spin states to the long-lived (\(\sim \text{ms-s}\)) nuclear spin [22,87].

Realizing a long-term quantum memory with quantum dots is not straightforward since the typical spin coherence time is at best on the order of \(\mu s\) [14]. To this end, hybrid approaches have been proposed, e.g. involving coupling photons from quantum dots to an atomic ensemble [88]. Another approach is to generate loss-tolerant photonic cluster states for creating a photonic memory for storing quantum information [72]. This has been considered in proposals for all-optical quantum repeaters where large loss-tolerant photonic cluster states are generated at the repeater stations [91,61]. The cluster states are connected to signal photons that are sent to the middle stations to interfere with signal photons from the neighboring repeater station thereby entangling two neighboring cluster states. The rate of such all photonic repeaters can be boosted by also transmitting the cluster states to the middle station [60] (see Fig. 6(b)).

Optical Bell state analyzers may be employed in a number of ways in two-way quantum repeaters. For NV-based repeaters, they can be employed to perform entanglement swapping between two NV-memories by reading them out and measuring the corresponding photonic signals. For quantum repeaters based on photonic memories, they can be used in the generation of the cluster states as outlined in Sec. III C. For both repeater types, the Bell state analyzers can also be used for the her-added entanglement generation in the elementary links. In entanglement generation schemes with a station in the middle, a full Bell state measurement of the transmitted photons deterministically projects the corresponding memories into an entangled state. As noted above, this results in an increase of the entanglement generation rate by a factor of two compared to Bell measurements based on linear optics.

While large photonic cluster states generated by quantum dots may function as quantum memories for two-way repeaters, the NV systems arguably seem more suited for two-way repeaters due to the availability of nuclear spin memories. Notably, this also opens up the possibility of performing both entanglement purification [23] and entanglement swapping within the same diamond in a minimum resource setup [60,86] (see Fig. 6(a)). Having access to more than a single NV system will, however, allow the repeater to boost its rate through parallel entanglement generation attempts [71]. The possibility to perform Bell measurements on different NV systems will also allow for multiplexed schemes, which can lower the memory time requirements [59].
B. One-way quantum repeaters

Quantum dots have limited memory time but do emit photons very rapidly. They may therefore be well suited for the construction of one-way quantum repeaters. In a one-way repeater, the quantum information is encoded into an error-correcting code and transmitted from one repeater station to the next [90] (see Fig. 5(b)). At each repeater station, the errors are corrected and the quantum information is re-encoded. This circumvents the need for long-term quantum memories since there is no waiting for a heralding signal. Consequently, the repetition rate of a one-way repeater is solely determined by the local repetition rate, i.e. how fast the errors can be corrected at the repeater stations, instead of the signaling time between repeater stations. This is, however, not true if the task of the repeater is to generate an entangled link between two remote parties. In that case, the first party has to store one part of the entangled pair while waiting for the second party to communicate that the other part was received. Quantum memories will thus still be required at the end-nodes, but the one-way repeater alleviates the requirements for quantum memories at the intermediate repeater stations. On the other hand one-way quantum repeaters are highly suited for tasks such as quantum key distribution (QKD) where secret bits of quantum information are transmitted. In this case, only classical information has to be stored at the two locations and no long-time quantum memory is required.

In combination with photonic QND detection, device-independent QKD (DI-QKD) could also be achieved in such a memory-less setting. The underlying assumption of DI-QKD is that the two parties do not trust their own measurement devices. Nonetheless, they can still obtain a secret key if they can verify that their shared correlations are strong enough to violate a Bell-inequality [47]. The two parties have to perform loop-hole free Bell tests in order to assure that they can share a secret key. The QND detection allows the receiving party to determine whether the transmitted qubit was lost or not before performing a measurement and can thus be used to close the detection efficiency loophole [91, 92] in a Bell test scenario despite transmission loss.

A number of one-way repeater schemes have been proposed based on the quantum parity code [68, 90, 93–95]. While this code is able to correct for up to 50% loss, such error-correcting codes have high tolerance for relevant error-correcting codes have high tolerance for such as dephasing and depolarizing noise are harder to correct and one-way repeaters often require these to be at the 0.1% level [70, 96, 98].

One significant challenge of the one-way quantum repeater, alternative loss-tolerant codes may be considered. In particular, matter based qudits have been considered to decrease the number of matter based quantum systems at the repeater stations [96, 97]. These works consider general Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) codes in order to minimize the number of required matter based qudits at the repeater stations to on the order of ~ 10 [96].

A significant challenge of the one-way quantum repeaters is the necessary level of noise suppression. The relevant error-correcting codes have high tolerance for loss since this is an easily detectable error. Other errors such as dephasing and depolarizing noise are harder to correct and one-way repeaters often require these to be at the 0.1% level [70, 96, 98].

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In conclusion, we have considered how the recent experimental progress towards deterministic solid state spin-photon interfaces enables implementing a number...
of proposals relevant for the construction of quantum networks. Specifically, we have discussed how optical Bell state analyzers, QND detectors, and photonic cluster state generation can be realized based on such hardware. We have discussed the integration of these elements into both two-way and one-way quantum repeater architectures, which are necessary to battle transmission loss and noise in future quantum networks.

As outlined in the article, the performance of the devices depends on key parameters such as coupling strength between the spin system and the optical cavity/waveguide, collection efficiency of emitted photons, spin coherence and inhomogeneous broadening. These parameters vary substantially for the range of systems currently being developed for spin-photon interfaces. Systems such as neutral atoms and diamond vacancies with nuclear spin coupling have long coherence times and thus seem very suited for applications such as two-way repeaters. In such cases, the limited collection efficiencies will limit the rate of entanglement distribution but not necessarily the fidelity in heralded entanglement generation schemes. The limited coherence time of quantum dots makes them not well suited for this purpose but their very fast photon emission rates compared to the spin coherence rates makes them very strong candidates for multi-photon entanglement sources that could be used in one-way repeaters or as elements in optical Bell state analyzers.

A number of daunting challenges still remain in order to realize full scale quantum repeaters based on the considered systems. These include fast optical routing, efficient single-photon detectors, and the suppression of the general noise level to the 0.1% level for one-way repeaters and to the 1% level for two-way repeaters. Furthermore, high-performance entangling gate operations between emitters and conversion of optical signals to telecom wavelengths have to be developed. Nonetheless, it seems that solid state emitters are already at a level of maturity where proof-of-principle experiments of the elementary building blocks discussed in this work may be realized in the near future. Besides demonstrating interesting quantum mechanical phenomena, such experiments could also help further establish the route towards the realization of full scale quantum repeaters for future quantum networks.
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